Accessibility Survey
What program activity or facility improvements would best promote accessibility to Washington State Parks programs, services, and
facilities?
Answered
Skipped

437
242

Respondents
Responses
1 More ads camping areas
If you provide program, Sign language interpreter would be good for the deaf. braille or talking device for the blind would be
2
good to have. pave trail for electric chair, scooter, or wheelchair would be good to use
3 Water and beach access and Ada trails
Beach access, public restroom access, parking
4
Response to Q8 - I don't know, but I recommend having a community advisory council collaborate with WSP to review that
important service. ;)
5
Q9. Parking, raised-platform tent sites, accessible yurts, accessible trails that extend several miles into nature, not just a 1/2
mile loop, accessible access to get into the water, wheelchair accessible day facilities.
6 Accessibility to beaches
Please consider less visible disabilities. SPD impacts those on the spectrum as well as a lot of individuals who just have this
7
disability.
8 Day hikes with a park ranger. Children and their parents or Grandparents would appreciate the time with their children.
9
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some parks need more than 1 ADA campsite.
unsure
idk
Fishing
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Trimming of tree branches hanging over roads and RV sites and removal of trees that have outgrown their space into sites.
Also, making a wider entrance to pull through sites to eliminate driving on grass and sometimes sprinkler heads.

14 Camping, trails,

Respondents

Responses
1. Anything that would improve access for those in a wheelchair. For my cousin, simply accessing a beach can be impossible.
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2. Making accommodations for those with sensory differences. For example, occasionally modifying events to reduce sensory
stimulation.
Having better ‘Reserved/Available’ signs on each site post to make easier to see which sites are available for a one night stay
and to keep me from having to get out of my vehicle to go to the kiosk in order to find the available spot list. Texas and US
Forest Service have this done right.
support available within parks
Parks for children to play in.
Physical accessiblity whether it is a restroom, flat camping area, access to beaches and easy trails really make our trips
memorable!
Sewer systems
Make sure that parking areas and restroom facilities are accessible. Mark trails with access types and abilities. ie: wheelchair
access, easy, medium or difficult etc.

22 More wheelchair accessible trails. Beach paths that accommodate wheelchairs and scooters or free motorized rentals
23 Access to lake or beach

Respondents

Responses
Continue to help your users educate themselves about our state places.
Use your data and information about trails, elevations, conditions, weather, beach erosion, beach availability, waves, snow
conditions ::you get me ?:: to educate users about the best way to enjoy the place.
It is incumbent on users to enjoy our places safely and with in the means available to them. People should be able to self
rescue, know their level of swimming or floating abilities ,and know their general out-in-whole-world ability level.
I write this as a mobility impaired, service-connected veteran. Or better said as “a person who’s mobility is very different than it
was 30 years ago.”

24

And I still believe the people responsible for themselves first.
This Evergreen State does a good job based on the facilities I’ve seen. More gentle education and in your face education of
your users is where your money might be best spent.
That and trying to keep down vandalism.
I would like to see more education about tsunami safety along our coast lines. Something as simple as requiring people to park
facing out in the parking lot so that if they have to evacuate they don’t have to back up with save lives in a moment if people are
educated to do it every time.
No amount of ability or disability needed.
Keep doing good work. You are appreciated.
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Pathways allowing for wheelchairs. Parking - camping for accessibility wheelchairs
A reservation system that will accept reservations one year out.
The beach mats that go over the sand that provide access for wheelchairs onto the beach please!
None that comes to mind.
physical accessibility
Accessible entrances or no stairs
Trails to be accessible...at least some
Having signage in audio and Braille when possible.
Love your park system. thanks
parking,clean and usable restrooms and showers
Accessible paths to parks and trails
ramps, restrooms
Any and all
Improved walking areas such as beach access that are walking impaired friendly.
pioleted boats and fishing from thr boats.

Respondents
Responses
40 more designated parking spaces
41 Bike trail accessibility; campsite store equipped with basic essentials
There should be places to sit and rest everywhere, even if only a crude wooden bench. And make sure there is cell phone
42
service for emergencies, everywhere.
43 Bathroom accessibility
44 Accessible restrooms, accessible paths, easier reservation service and better informed personnel.
45 Meeting rooms needed
Park or ranger led scheduled boating rides for disabled. Activities that are family friendly for all including disabled people.
Something special for children that are disabled. Swings with belts. Merry go round with little seats. Etc. Small slides with high
46
sides. I dont know if any of it would work. Just suggestions. I drove school bus for 26 years. Many of those years were for
special needs children and adults. There is a real need.
Trails accessible to manual wheelchairs, which are different than trails accessible to power chairs and scooters. Manual
wheelchairs cannot traverse pea gravel nor bumpy terrain.
47
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Restrooms need power door openers. Wheelchair users ( both manual and power) must either kick the door open or ram their
scooter into the door to enter the restroom.
Longer parking pads at disabled campsites to accommodate the increasing length of RV's.
More accessible trails in each region.
Maybe try and advertise open houses or group hikes for people who have never done these kind of activities
The increasing need for parks department and parking are so necessary today.
More wheelchair accessible trails. Make sure trails can be accessed by wheelchairs (wheelchairs can't get through bike/ATV
batteries), and make sure restrooms are all really accessible (not only a truly usable grab bar and big stall, but also level
access and not surrounded by loose gravel. In general, gravel is bad). Make more picnic tables for wheelchairs. Access to
lakes via beach mats, etc

53 Wagons for people with dexterity or mobility issues and walkways (including through parking lots) and over beach areas.
54 More wheelchair accessible yurts and cabins
Pave campground sites and roads; increase width of accessible parking sites to include 8-foot width protected loading areas;
55 add designated handicap parking for full-length (40-45 foot) RVs; pave as many trails as possible with asphalt or packed dirt
(such as dolomite, which packs densely) to a width of five feet for wheelchair access wherever possible.
56 Monitoring handicapped parking: there is a lot of abuse but you can’t call people on it.
57 More assistance for thew disabled when fishing or camping in State parks.

Respondents
Responses
58 rest rooms showers and parking for the rest rooms
Youth assistance in summer to provide challenged or otherwise abled patrons to enjoy the parks and trails by appointment. pay
59
youth at min wage for summer work.
60 more handicapped access cabins, yurts.... accessible docks
61 paved entries for wheel chairs
Visibility is important if there are no staff around. Provide training to volunteer camp hosts to be familiar in how they can help
62
us.
Making spaces accessible means far more than meeting ADA guidelines - access needs vary greatly and there are many
63 people with disabilities who do not use wheelchairs. Improved signage, information, and training staff and volunteers on
disability and access needs would promote accessibility.
64 Fish cleaning areas, docks for fishing & boating there are many but not all parks have them.
65 I would like to see walk areas wider to allow for easier passing. I would also like to see maintained trails
66 Emergency response services
67 ADA Camping spots should all have full hook ups. Most of us need electrical and water.
68 phone system- if network isn't great - how can I contact emergency because I'm deaf.
Making trails more accessible by providing benches to sit and rest, handrails in steeper areas with stairs, help for people in
69
wheelchairs, or mobility issues.
70 Add captions to videos, provide sign language interpreters for programs.
access
71
72 Fishing and camping
73 More ramps, more handrails.
74 Improvements to Shafer State Park facilities please.
Repairs and improvements to campsites. Many of Pacific Beach grassy campsites are worn down even to the point of flooding.
75
Muddy paths to and from your camper. Maybe fill with gravel to drain properly and avoid mud.
76 More disabled camp spots,and discounts for camp sites, cabins, yurts.
Changing and diapering family rooms designed for over sized children 3-5 ft ( 50-100 lbs. )or disabled adults to care for
personal or special needs while visiting parks. For those unable to stand or walk so that caregivers can help care for these ones
77 and not have to leave the beach or park to care for special needs. Should have handicap hand washing sinks, toilet designed
for disabled with grab bars and solid sturdy changing table or bench 6ft long that can be wiped easily with disinfecting wipes.
With room to navigate push chair or wheelchair.
78 Designated handicap spaces with pull-through sites, close to restrooms and trash sites.
79 Clean showers
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Responses
I think the Washington State Parks are doing very well with everything. More parks would be great like the Miller Peninsula park
property getting developed. But you are not going to get the $ without more funding, I know that battle all to well.
more powered sites
Ranger Talks or lectures
Playgrounds for special needs children and adults
Provide more dump stations throughout the facilities/parks.
More concrete/asphalt areas around RV spots. Makes rolling easier
More training for employees who check you into your site. I'm young and get questioned all the time even though I have
disabled plates, a placard, my disabled card and everything is in order. Some sensitivity training might be helpful. Especially at
Fort Ebey. Just to get through the "gate" to go down to the parking lot, its demanded that you show your pass. I explain I am a
camper and I have to drive I cannot walk to the parking lot. And, I dont need a pass. Still, I've been denied. Its irritating and
makes me feel like a criminal. Overall, I love Washington State Parks!
Availability of accessable camp sites. For larger RVs
WIFI service to the camping areas
Trails that are wheelchair accessible.
Better drainage in campground when it rains
Better Bathrooms and showers. Some parks are great in that respect others are quite lacking.
Camp sites that are close to unloading areas. Many places like Chelan the best sites I can't use because of the distance so I
am stuck with the less desirable sites.
The bathroom's. My adult daughter is disabled and having to have the door open when using the toilet to wipe her is
unacceptable she's 20, there should be at least 1 stall that's ADA accessible.
Everything's been great
Camping?RV sites availability.
Keep restrooms clean and safe
The road going into the camp sites at Ocean City needs to be repaired.
Less ability to cheat the reservation system we try to access system on day of earliest date only to find every thing all ready
booked out
More wheelchair accessible trails with adequate accessible parking

99
As for #8 I’ve never used/seen the service in action
100 Parks with historical buildings should have more workers/volunteers.
101 At Manchester specifically I couldn't use the picnic area because the disabled parking area was way to far away.

Respondents
Responses
102 Not sure right off.
103 more paved trails
There are still too many barriers in most parks. Here is a recent and a commonly found problem. When you close a gate to
104 block vehicular traffic, but allow pedestrian access, you also block people who use wheelchairs. Oftentimes, it would be an easy
fix; by cleaning brush and/or compacting some gravel at one end of the gate.
105 More ada camp sites please. But still very important to have a campfire pit please!
106 Beach pads so that wheelchair users can get closer to the water are so great.
107 unsure @ this time but get rid of the $30 discover pass as we no longer visit where its required
108 salt water parks camping fishing
109 Better WiFi capability throughout the state park system.
110 Please make fish Washington more accessible on the IOS with voice over screen reader.
111 Wifi acess
112 Paved path cpsite to restroom
113 clean restrooms that dont have mold on the walls I believe it is a state law for all public facilities
114 WIFI,FOR TO TAKE CARE OF PERSONAL BUSINESS OR EMERGENY, CELL SERVICE AT GRAYLAND IS WEAK
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The bathrooms, hard to get in to. The door is often hard to open (heavy) there is also not enough space in the shower for
people with a disability who rely on a wheelchair or need assistance.
Also some state parks have very uneven roads with bumps in it. This makes it hard for wheelchairs and a tripping hazard for
people with limited mobility.
There are not enough ADA sites with "dry slabs" or "dry areas" for picnic tables. When visiting our favorite park (Grayland
Beach) we have very few choices for ADA sites, and only one site is ADA with concrete for the picnic table...and it is under
water when it rains.
Docks for boat launches
More parks with full hookups for RV's and more improved boat launches and fishing docks.
wheelchair accessibility onto beaches and trails
covered picnic areas

Respondents

Responses

Have accessible campsites with hookups. If someone who needs oxygen wants to camp (in RV) there is no way for them to
use an oxygen unit which uses electricity to provide oxygen. Most of the sites are back in, perhaps difficult for some people to
do. You need to use someone who has disabilities to help you design or determine which sites will work for someone with
disabilities, not an able bodied person who has not had to deal with a disability. Even accessible bathrooms are not really
121
accessible when a person cannot open a door or get over an uneven concrete entrance to a restroom. Most state parks are
better than many of the national parks on all fronts, but our state parks still lack a lot of insight in setting up most of the facilities
they operate simply because a person who has not had to deal with problems getting around cannot truly understand the needs
of people with mobility difficulties or other disabilities.
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A better, more fair reservation system where frequent fliers can't book up every stinking weekend during camping season.
Possibly limit number of camping reservations to 2 or 3 per season?
Better maintenance on sites. Fewer aggressive rangers.
Emergency phones or buttons for the camp grounds that have limited cell service. Obviously it would need to be setup so kids
can’t play with them. Designed camping spots for those who have disabilities that may require special attention or that has
special needs or requirements.
Some paved trails for wheelchair access and for people who have stabilization issues.
More than 1 or 2 ADA sites. Hard to reserve due to limited accessibility at all State Parks.
More Boat ramps, more electrical outlets on camping site designated for Rv's, site pads labeled, needs improvement online
internets speed.
Paved pathways and camping areas, nature trails

129 Better sidewalks to the Lake in the camping area if your in a wheelchair you cannot get to the waterfront to go fishing.
130 Improve ground facilities ie: trees, sewer and grass area at sites.
(1) Better ADA campsites. ADA sites are often the worst, least private, closest to trash and restrooms of any site in the park.
We enjory the same things as other people!! Do not consign us to the ugly sites. (2) ADA restrooms with dedicated and usable
131
ADA stalls! Old, converted stalls are not usable! and other people usually choose the ADA stall. Hey, we need to poo too,
please don't use our stall as it is often emergent!
132 Winter utilities, water fausets/loops, flooding of camp ,usable paths to bathrooms, cheeper reservation fees,
133 More wheelchair accessible trails
134 not sure
135 maybe more paved paths and more spots with power
136 ?
137 You need more ADA campsites at the most popular parks. If you have ONE site, I don't call that accessible.
138 I think the Washington Park System is doing well. To bad that the our government stole the lottery money.
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Responses
More DAV campsites would be nice.
Let Washington State citizens have preferred access
More accessable camping sites with access to electricity.
wheelchair accessability for fishing docks
more educational programs

I think the presence of rangers is helpful. Many times the entrance buildings are closed at times during the day. Also the kids
really enjoy interaction with the Rangers on their campground rounds. All in all we really enjoy our WA State parks and hope the
144 great job U have been doing is still alive in the future for my great grankids, great, great and so on. It's my job to push
legislation to ensure that

I would modify the rules.
Park rangers interpreting laws and rules has to be the absolute most tyrannical thing ever. It's treason. Law enforcement
interpreting and enforcing unconstitutional laws and regulations, with little to no protection for the citizens they are supposed to
serve, will lead to some sort of repercussions. [REDACTED]
145 That's blatant treason, and I swore an oath to the constitution, to give my life protecting this nation's citizens from that exact
scenario. To protect this nation from enemies foreign and domestic. Law enforcement, enforcing unconstitutional law, taking
people's kids because they don't like a person, has to be one of the the biggest domestic threats, if not THE biggest threat to
American freedom to date.
Stop turning your park rangers into that domestic threat. The revolution, will not be up for interpretation.
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wheelchair accessable walkways
Dock and bank fishing accessible would help.
improve the permit process.
sewer hookups for RV's
I would like more trails that are wheelchair accessible.
more and better handicap camp sppts
More disability camp sites
Keeping all rest room working , several have hand driers out for years . More fixing areas for disability people to fish. Dock to
153
small for more than a couple people
154 updating the restrooms and shower areas , making them bigger (especially the showers)
155 Restrict public bathrooms in camping areas to campers—not homeless as we encountered last summer.
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Responses

Wider trails
Continued work on trails of various skill levels. Help people to get out of the parking lots and into the beautiful parks.
Trails
Flat camping spots
Childrens Programs
Most all camp sites need to be accessible not just one for every 10 or 30 .especially all asphalt or concret.when we go to cape
161 disappointment rhere is only one in each circle when lol could be the same. At Lincoln rock up on top area there is only one in
59 sites. ??
Have more Handy Cap RV spots because having everything in front of your RV feels safer to enjoy and have easier assess in
162 and out of my RV without leaving my door open to walk to rear or too far from my door
163 Don't know.
164 More sites available for both ADA and not just 2 or 3 per camp site
Make the disability sites some of the premium sites and all with water, power and sewer if possible since for many they do not
165
have the ability to get to a restroom as often or as quickly as others.
More campsites, more parking, improved bathroom grab bars. Better bathroom up keep to prevent falls, ie wet floors around
166
toilets, sinks. ADA sinks
Accessible yurts.
167 I don’t do a lot in state parks because I just assume inaccessibility. So maybe a resource collecting info on the accessibility
features of the parks
168 more ada sites
169 Upgrade tables in camping area/picnic areas so wheelchair accessibility is consistent
170 Continuing with Access America Disability Pass and the discount the Pass provides at both State & Federal level.
171 Added campsites at parks.
172 maybe some more cabins
173 not sure
174 Free showers with key card access
175 disabled camp sites
Wheelchair ramps
176
177 Fishing priorities to fish like walleye and kokanee. Quit messing with what you want. No one likes trout
Wheelchair access trail to beaches. Then a place out of everyone's way to park and enjoy listening and watching the ocean and
178
birds. If parked just before the beach sand and off the beach trail that would be nice.
179 More disability sites
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Responses
make sure all camp spots for the disabled have ELECTRICITY
Sorry, no comments to add.
Wider RV pads. More concrete to roll on. Fire wood easier to access.
Na
Reserving camping.
Clean and working bathroom
And clean parks
More books and Brochures
Unsure
Take disabled people out on the water for an educational and recreational treat. Promote special nature programs specifically to
the differently-abled community, like boating and trail walking/rolling with a special guide. Staff with volunteers to be costeffective?
Thanks for considering!
Better parking information-it gets confusing figuring out which parks need the discover pass vs which parks are just pay for
parking vs which parks are city or county and are free-confusing!!!
Not sure never seen them in action!
More full hook-up sites
More and improved ada canp sites.
I think all are perfect.

194 wider camping spots for trailer. would love more accessible showers - accessible .changing places - see changingplaces.org
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Paved trails
More RV spots
Make sure that the tent sites or motor home sites are close to the rest rooms and showers in all state parks
Help people be more aware of accessible beaches and trails
Fix South Whidbey State Park for camping
Installing beach access mats and making sure wheelchairs can get through the barriers designed to keep ATVs out.
fix broken sidewalks ramps in accessible parking overlooks and beaches and some trails need to be accessible
Internet availability in campground
None
Need more “full hookups” at parks.
Large-wheeled beach accessible wheelchairs for lending/borrowing, more cabins with wheelchair accessible entrance ramps,
205 more paved trails, adult-sized changing tables in park restrooms, wheelchair accessible historical/interpretive/educational
centers,

Respondents
Responses
206 more full camp sites
207 Make sure all toilet stools are as tall as is available. Have good paved trails to the restroom facilities.
208 More disability camping spots, perhaps designated for disabled Veterens only.
From what I have seen so far some of your best parks are missing adequate RV services for full hook-ups (50 amp service,
septic, and water) simultaneously. More ADA compliant spaces need to be provided in parks. Spaces need to be a little bit
209
wider and longer for wheelchair access to back of RV (toyhauler door). Why do you charge for a second vehicle for 8 person or
more campsites? You know damn well, 8 people are not going to fit in one vehicle. Stop charging for second vehicles.
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I wish there was cell phone service at Cape Disappointment but it's also to be out of touch. They do have a few landline phones
to use, if I remember correctly - for emergencies.
More full hookups for RVs
hookups
Have more than one handicap camping site per park. Or have more sites that would be easier for handicap people. Things like
flat areas on the utility side of the site with no vegetation. This aids in trailer set up for handicap people. Wider doors on
restrooms for wheelchair maneuvering.
They need better bathroom facilities, more showers. More disabled shower facilities! Stop token operated showers!! Ensure
bathrooms are cleaned!
No comment
Camping places for disabled
No suggestion
Not able to get premium campsites in the summer because I rely on phone service or slow internet. I am 100% DV. I have an
exemption but that would not matter. I am willing to pay for the site if I were ever able to get one
Larger camping spots for handicapped people.
Walkway to the shorelines
More hookups for campsites.
Provide reasonable access to beach.
Campfire talks.
Camp site driveways cleared of sharp brush that encroaches the parking of RV or vehicle...Have reported problem in past, but
problem ignored.
Well documented levels of accessibility for trails.
More resting benches for people who cannot walk far.
Have more grass so not walking in mud to hook up water and electric to trailer. Hard to walk in wet mud with a cane
Get rid of the contracted reservation system, they're idiots
A few more wheelchair accessible trails.. but without diminishing the natural beauty of wilderness areas.
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Responses
The bathroom/ showers at Bogachiel state park are awful. Took all my tokens and either shower didnt work or it was straight
cold water.
As have written before, gender neutral bathrooms are important to us. That feature determines whether we can camp at that
park.
More ADA sites at Lake Chelan 50 amp
Beach access.
Bicycle Trails
Larger restrooms

233
Wifi
234 Make restrooms and water access more accessible
235 WIFi
236 i'm good
Nicer bathrooms and don't clean them in the early mornings when people need to use them. The one in the RV section has this
237
problem so we drive to the restroom down by the water.
238 Better bathrooms and showers
239 More full hookups and showers
240 More large toilet stalls.
241 Wheel chair accessible trails
242 Making more trails accessible.
243

To allow disabled people, children to access and book camping reservations at no cost .
To make more disability camping sites ( lake Chelan has only 2) To make camping reservations more walk ins available

244 Disc on cabins for disabled..easier to camp in cabin
Would be better to have 2 disability stalls in each bathroom for the older buildings. For newer or those parks remodeling or
245
building new again have more than one disability restroom- shower combination available
246 A speaker who is talking about visual input things.
247 Unknown
248 Better wheelchair access
249 Some of the park rangers
250 More ADA RV sites with and without hookups
I would like there to be a discount for disability offered on yurts or cabins because it’s challenging sometimes to prepare and
251
take my children camping on the ground.
252 More H/C camping spaces.

Respondents
Responses
253 maps and driving directions; lists of all amenities at each location
Keep enforcing rules for cleanliness and park laws so we can have restrooms at the parks cause a toilet needed or we have
254
problems... thanks for the hard work out there!
255 More RV ADA sights and the ability to reserve year around at every park
256 I need generator or electricty for oxygen equipment
257 Don’t know of improvements but just keep what we have
258 More wheelchair hiking trails.
Birch Bay really needs work on the RV parking, very tight entrys and access points, very narrow winding road. Really limits
259
access. I couldn't use it. This is by far the worst I have seen.
260 a few more 60' rv pads.
261 better pathways, level, smooth
262 your doing a good job, maybe more camping spots
More disability sites
263
Not charging family members to come and have lunch with someone who has already paid to camp
264 More paved trails
265 camping
266 Install emergency alert beacons the can alert local law enforcement officials.
267 The only issue my family runs into each year is making sure to reserve campsites early enough before the sites are all taken.
268
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WiFi
Wheelchair paths and wheelchair accessible bathrooms
Put more into taking care of restrooms
Paved camp sites.
Better beach access . Piers for salt water fishing.
A few more handicapped spaces.
they did awesome thanks

275 Wood delivery by camp host.
276 They are fine now.
277

Paved trails with proper inclines to get on/off. Or at least hardpacked gravel trails. Family bathrooms with proper shower
seating and a long handled removable shower head. Walking trails longer than 1/4 of a mile that are accessible.

278 Hard surfaces (asphalt, concrete)
279 more paved accesability for wheelchairs

Respondents
Responses
280 Disabled Veterans Access
toilet paper dispensers that I can look and reach into when the flimsy paper rips off short. I can't get down on my knees to
281
resolve the problem.
282 More benches on trails and near beaches.
283 Better trails
284 I’m happy “as is”
285 More full service units for people with disabilities, including sewer.
Parks need a better program for accessing emergency services. With Rangers roaming the park every once in awhile and less
286 in the evening, not knowing if when you have to dial 911 there is cell service. Deception pass is a good example of no cell
service or in park phones to alert EMS. Some sort of EMS alert system in all parks would be beneficial.
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Leaving the parks open for dry camping during the winter instead of closing them
Wheel chair accessible fishing.
Better lighting.
more camp sites just for handicap and being able to reserve hanicap sites
More disabled camping sites
More disability sites
Bathrooms

The biggest problem is rangers with bad attitudes. I have heard from many complaints about their jobs. Many have failed to
help us with wheelchair accessibility problems like Fort Worden we couldn't register for our rental home until an able bodied
camper found a ranger inside a inaccessible building. Not once in a 3 day weekend did we see a ranger outside or in an
294
accessible location. The new unisex bathrooms are horrendous resulting in incontinence because I had to clean the toilet
before sitting on it. That never happens in women only restrooms. But some campgrounds have even had the bathrooms
locked all the time. It is obvious our state park system is totally dysfunctional.
Improve some of the campsites at older parks to allow easier set up for people with pickup / RV trailer combinations. It would
be great if the water faucets for the dry camp areas were located on a map.
296 Garbage pickup after holidays
297 more accessible camping sites
295

Respondents

Responses

None. I have found that MOST of the disabled camping spots are almost always empty or occupied by non handicapped
campers. You can't sacrifice the budget for a tiny population that may just not get to participate without family or community
298 support in a regular campsite and supported by those they are camping with. I love the Washington Parks!!!! and I am
disabled. Please don't spend a bunch of money trying to make crazy efforts for disabled and destroy our parks. Family and
friends have to step up to support their disabled friends - NOT the state budget
Additional "level" reserve-able camping sites without on-site sloping RV or trailer parking..... Additional Accessible boat launch,
299 piers, or docks.... Rangers enforcing quiet times and dog leash & barking rules.... Also enforcing loud boats on adjacent
waters.... Otherwise, I consider the Parks are doing a pretty good job considering the low amount of funds they receive!!
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You do a great job! Very happy!
Not having to make reservations months in advance
No comment.
More fell hook up camping larger size for large rv’s. More host programs
Internet
More camping area
Keep the restrooms and showers up to date and working well. Thank you.
Clean parks with clean bathrooms and trash pickup. Look at British Columbia Canada parks. They are the nicest I have ever
307
seen and we have been to most the parks in the United states
308 facilities
309 More ADA sites
310

I think the so-called upgrade "goingtocamp" actually made the search and reservation process for campsites more difficult and
less user friendly. It can now be an onerous task to find available campsites across the state.
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Wifi, but it's not that important.
level sites, or cement pads
Haven't noticed any problems so far.
We love the parks.
hosting / volunteering

316 Wider paved paths. less steep paths at mt Rainier and building aisles wider. better more restroom facilities for handicapped
317 Free Wi-Fi
318 Should be able to reserve any ADA site at a campground
My wife and I have enjoyed the park we have visited we look forward to visiting more of them. I think you do a good job of
319
keeping your parks accessible.

Respondents
Responses
320 wifi. There’s so others communication.
321 dont know. Safety for all users is important so a unniform monitored safety program would help all users.
322 Smooth cemented or concrete pathways, trails, and next to roadways. To allow all people access to all areas of the park.
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Wi-fi
tsunami readiness
Camping and fishing
No idea. I did answer some of this above.
More campsites with easy access to fish in lakes for handicap
More Rest/shower rooms
Simple, basic campsites with graded pads for small RVs. More than one disabled site per facility. Site doesn’t need to be full
329
hook ups just level, concrete pad really helps.
330 Making available more camping sites that are more private. Also keeping trials easy and accessible for hiking and walking.
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More ada campsites
Access to shore fishing
Make web site more user friendly
i finally give up on answering all of the question: 4 & 5.... answers kept going away, answered 3 times...
More handicapped camping sites

Trail and ramp improvements. Bulletin boards and other information placed lower for wheelchair users and people who are
particularly short.
337 Better improved bath and shower facilities
336

338 At Ocean City state park the roads need improvement and fill added to many of the camp sites due to winter flooding.
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347

more ada sites
Internet
Create more (temporary) handicap parking during high use time. More monitoring for violators in handicap spaces.
Fee waiver or discounts for ADA
Lower park fees.
Wheelchair accessible nature trails
paved wheelchair access 2 water/beaches
Level walking areas where walkers can be used and not run over by kids on bikes.
at checkin pass out information of such programs/or website

Respondents
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356

Responses
It would be great if the campsites had a rolling registration were some portion opens up x months ahead, another portion 1
month out, and a final portion 1 week out. It is almost impossible to find a spot at popular campgrounds
Exceptionally well running and staffed now.
You need more funding for maintaining the treasures you have
Since Washington State is so rainy, it would be well served to place gravel in some trails where foot traffic causes mud puddles
to be created.
Rv parking
More disabled campsites
More camping sites
Handicap parking campsites, boat ramps and waterfront access,
Unfortunately WiFi.LOL
Don't treat it as a trendy program that's like Squirrel Awareness Week. I shouldn't have to hobble half a mile to the boat ramp. I
shouldn't have to hobble around trying to find a bathroom so you can save a couple buck on signs and painting parking spots.

1.ADA trail access
2. ADA showers and restroom stalls
358 You do a great job as it is.
1) Wheelchair accessible paths to the beach!
359 2) More trails that are wheelchair accessible
3) More wheelchair accessible cabins and/or Yurts WITH BATHROOMS!
357

360

People with disabilities are low income individuals. I know we get discounts to camp but when we have to make changes to our
reservations we should not be Dinged alot of money to do so, these fees almost make it impossible to book another reservation.

361 Better cell phone service for emergencies
362 24 hr. ranger availability
363 Large RV accessibility and more ADA sites
In campgrounds, more & closer restrooms. Better access at some campgrounds, lakes, etc. to boat ramps and swimming
364
areas.
Cell phone service at all parks. The pay phones located in the parks are impossible to find in the dark, especially in an
365
emergency.
366 Full services for motorhome.
367 information

Respondents

Responses
I find that most parks are disability friendly, it's the bank fishing access that seems to lack thought of a person with disabilities to
368
enjoy the outdoors.
369 Wider trails so two or three can walk side by side.our son needs visual and motor support to walk but really enjoys the outdoors.
370 Not sure
371 More ADA campsites
More handicapped full service camping spots for rv's
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380

More disabled camping sites and more WIFI campgrounds
Childrens handicap accessible playground
Accessible paths seem to always be in need of improvement
make waterfront more accessible (using docks/piers or easy beach access
Upkeep of what we already have which is so wonderful.
More ADA campsites. Level is important also.
Having full hookups would be nice at all parks. Having to dump black after the weekend is challenging
WiFi for sure

381 Relaxing the rules/laws regarding the use of medical needed electronic devices. So that you know i don’t die on my sleep
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395

I have no complaints I love our parks...just so much more crowded the last 20 years but it is good more young family’s enjoying
them
shower, bath in cabins
More handicap sites
accessability to trailer camping sites
More ADA locations with full hookups for RV and camp trailers
The geese poop covers the wheels of my wheel chair at Lake Sylvia and our Grandkids cant play arounrd the benchs and on
the way to the beach. Also, on questions 4&5 I can't pick only one item
An easier way to navigate the website and more ADA designated camp sites especially full hookup sites for RV's
access to stream, lake fishing
Accessible bathrooms
wii
Upgrade restrooms
WIFI access points
More campsites for disabled families. Especially campsites that accommodate larger RVs or wheel chair vans.
Some people on disability cannot financially afford services or accommodations.

Respondents
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400

Responses

Nothing really, I’m very happy with what you provide
Finish building the accessible docks at the Marine St Parks
Tall toilet at least 1 in each restroom...please
Always seem to have to call to make reservations
Add campgrounds. Maintain flora as best you can. Maximum (reasonable) size camp sites.
#! issue is Physical safety from transients who use the bathrooms who are not registered with the campground. Disabled are
401
most vulnerable. Need an issued keycard to use bathrooms to keep vagrants out.

409

?? I don't really know. Certainly the cost. So many things have gotten too expensive for some families to be able to use very
often. I know it takes a lot of money to run the parks and keep them in good shape. And I hate to see ANY of them shut down.
It's kind of a double edged sword. You need to money to keep them open and usable, but you don't want to make them
inaccessible to people due to the cost.
Security
More handicap sites
A lot of retired people use Cape Disappointment. Handicapped persons can not make it down to the beach and in emergency
situations you can not phone for help but would have to wait for a Ranger and try to get their attention.
Remote camping
A few more ADA RV sites at each park would be nice.
Better access to ADA restrooms, camp spots that are more premium rather than whatever spot is left.
Free wi-fi, accessible trails.
There is too much smoke. Each space has a private fire pit. My wife lungs are in disrepair. Please eliminate these pits and have
one giant pit so 25/50 people to enjoy. Please give this some thought.

410
411
412
413
414

More flat paths, walkways, trails.
Rule enforcement
Electric Bicycle Rentals
I am not sure. We like to venture on our own and make adjustments as necessary.
Bathrooms and more ada parking.

415

Improvemnt of walkways and access from all camping areas that have parking to other areas of a park, such as from Upper
campground at Fort Worden to main facilities

402
403
404
405
406
407
408

416 More accessible paths and trails, access to beaches, wheelchairs do not work on sand and gravel.
417 Family ADA restrooms, ADA accessible trails (Wheelchair) , signage or audio for those who are blind,

Respondents

Responses

Using a universal accessibility approach /policy rather than just meeting the minimum ADA requirements. Look for ways to
blend all the accessibility into the mainstream way of doing business and development of facilities so all of it is equal but not
noticeable to the average user. example only one cabin or Yurt has ramp or 0 entry access while others have steps. thus only
418
one is accessible and useable . All picnic grills and tables, benches are useable no matter where they are installed. give the
ADA coordinator time and money to make some super accessible all inclusive parks with a model for accessibility for all parks
to strive for. No different or off limits areas when possible without destroying park amenities or altering the setting.

419

420
421
422
423
424
425
426
427

Avoid steps where possible on trails. As a power wheelchair user I am less concerned with ADA specific grades/surfaces and
more interested in just having wide enough dirt trails that lack stairs/steps for folks in wheelchairs to explore.
Increase community promotion- become more involved within the communities the parks are in or nearby. Park staff appear to
be stand-offish and unapproachable to most people.
more access to scenic locations, use of beach chairs, trail riders, more handicapped washrooms that are unisex, sensory
gardens
At every park, ensure presence of accessible parking/walkways, restrooms & trash receptacles.
More access to areas that are not accessible.
Easier access to fishing areas and sitting areas.
more accessible yurts, cabins, rentals
More access to trails, beaches and picnic areas.
Having adaptive activities which would be open and accessible to all (e.g. kayaking, biking, hiking with use of adaptive
wheelchairs, etc.). Contact Outdoors for All to arrange a partnership event, where they could bring this type of equipment.

428 Heated shower buildings in the fall, winter and spring.

Respondents

429

Responses
Trails to beaches on the ocean
Bathrooms while camping... there one bathroom at Ocean Shores that tried to be ADA and failed. It’s the small one by the RV
park...
What about bathrooms such as Rosevelt Beach that have basics such as a trash can on the way. Ugh... sometimes it’s as
simple as thinking about others mobility while other times it’s age if infrastructure.
Loop trails, such as Battle Ground Lake that could be ADA with some guidance
Call together a group of moms and seek their advise rather than pay for a for profit to come in and tell you what needs to
change. Typically they are the ones trying to change adult diapers in a less than desirable bathroom.

430 Creating accessible trails is really important. They don't have to be long trails. Also displays need to have large print.
431 Updated restrooms
432 I like them the way they are, Slightly wild. Maybe just make sure there is access for wheel chair and Brail/speaking devices.
433 Online reservations!!!!!!
434 Better maps and photos of campsites. And much closer playgrounds to the camping areas
The doors on many restrooms are not easy to open when in a wheelchair. You need an attendant. Not all restrooms are signed
well to indicate if showers and stalls are handicap accessible. The caregiver often has to scout out the accessible units. Making
435 sure that the handicap parking sites are close to the facilities and or sidewalks instead of across the parking lot, like at Sun
Lakes day use.
436 Trail repair and maintenance to keep trails level, clear, and accessible to those with disabilities.
437 Paved & slope compliant pathways and parking lots

